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We establish a framework which allows one to systematically construct novel schemes for measurement-based
quantum computation. The technique utilizes tools from many-body physics – based on finitely correlated or
projected entangled pair states – to go beyond the cluster-state based one-way computer. We identify universal
resource states with radically different entanglement properties than the cluster state, and computational models
where the randomness is compensated in a different manner. It is shown that there exist universal resource states
which are locally arbitrarily close to a pure state. We find that non-vanishing two-point correlation functions are
no obstacle to universality. An explicit example for a resource state is presented, which can partly be prepared
by gates with non-maximal entangling power. Finally, we comment on the possibility of tailoring computational
models to specific physical systems as, e.g. in linear optical experiments.
PACS numbers: 03.67.-a, 03.67.Mn, 03.67.Lx, 24.10.Cn
No classical method is known which is capable of effi-
ciently simulating the results of measurements on a general
many-body quantum system: the exponentially large state
space renders this a tremendously difficult task. What is
a burden to computational physics can be made a virtue in
quantum information science: It has been shown that multi-
particle quantum states can form resources for quantum com-
puting [1]. Indeed, universal quantum computation is pos-
sible by first preparing a certain multi-partite entangled re-
source – called a cluster state [2], which does not depend
on the algorithm to be implemented – followed by a se-
quence of local measurements on the constituents. This idea
of a measurement-based one-way computer (QCC) [3] has at-
tracted considerable attention in recent years; see also Refs.
[4–7]. This is not the least because of the clear-cut distinction
between the step of entanglement generation and later con-
sumption in the course of the computation.
Interestingly – and surprisingly, given the amount of activ-
ity in the subject – very little progress has been made when
it comes to going beyond that original framework. To our
knowledge, no single computational model distinct from the
QCC has been developed, which would be based on local mea-
surements on an algorithm-independent qubit resource state.
Hence, questions of salient interest seem to be: Can we sys-
tematically find alternative schemes for measurement-based
quantum computation? What are the properties that distin-
guish computationally universal resource states?
These questions are clearly central when thinking of tai-
loring resource states to specific physical systems (e.g. atoms
in optical lattices or purely optical experiments). However,
we also wish to emphasize the relevance of the problem to
many-body physics, when the question of classical simulata-
bility – complementary to universality – is addressed. It is
reasonable to assume (although unproven) that quantum com-
putation offers an exponential speed-up over classical meth-
ods. Indeed, the only known constraints on the entanglement
properties of computationally universal states seem to come
from many-body physics, where several related sufficient cri-
teria for simulatability have been recently identified [8]. In
general, one might think of ordering quantum states accord-
ing to their computational potency – with universal states and
efficiently simulatable states forming the respective extremes.
FIG. 1: Three resources which allow for universal measurement-
based quantum computing. Figures (a) and (b) depict weighted graph
states, where solid lines correspond to a controlled pi-phase gate,
dashed lines to pi/2. (a) Example described in detail in the main
text. (b) Logical qubits are carried in the upper and lower blocks;
interactions take place via the intermediate dashed edges. The cou-
pling between the logical systems is controlled by either routing the
information towards the interaction region or keeping it away from it.
Along these lines, examples can be constructed where the upper and
lower blocks are coupled arbitrarily weakly [20]. (c) Dashed lines
represent a state which exhibits non-vanishing correlation functions
〈ZiZi+n+1〉 ∝ ξ
n (as discussed in the text). Solid lines denote the
application of pi-phase gates.
In this work, we demonstrate how methods from many-
body physics can be used to understand and develop schemes
for measurement-based quantum computation (MBC). Based
on the concepts of matrix product states, projected entangled
pairs states and finitely correlated states [9, 10], we develop a
framework broad enough to allow for a systematic construc-
tion of novel universal resources. In a second part, it is shown
that there exist universal resource states whose entanglement
properties are much weaker than what is commonly assumed
to be necessary. In particular, we demonstrate that states with
arbitrarily small local entropy can be universal. These states
2cannot be transformed deterministically to a cluster state of
any size. We finally highlight that these ideas could be used
to identify suitable resources for a given physical setting.
We emphasize that any analysis of MBC must start from
some description of quantum many-body systems. What
properties should such a framework have? It has been shown
[8] that measurements on a broad class of multi-partite sys-
tems with a one-dimensional topology (chains, trees, etc.) are
classically simulatable. Hence, it seems sensible to look for
frameworks which can naturally handle two or higher dimen-
sional topologies. Further, it would be desirable if the effects
of local measurements could be described in a local manner.
The framework presented below complies with these require-
ments.
Note that the techniques employed in the past to analyse
the QCC depended on the fact that the cluster can be prepared
by mutually commuting unitaries (technically a quantum cel-
lular automaton (QCA) [11]). Commutativity enables one to
logically break down a QCC-calculation into small parts cor-
responding to individual quantum gates. However, only a re-
stricted class of states can be prepared by such a QCA. For
example, states for which the two-point correlation functions
〈OiOi+r〉 − 〈Oi〉 〈Oi+r〉 (for some observables Oi, Oi+r) do
not vanish completely outside some neighborhood are not
amenable to such techniques. Our framework can go beyond
these restrictions.
Naturally, we will call a resource universal for MBC if a
classical computer, assisted by the results of local measure-
ments on the resource, can efficiently predict the outcome of
any quantum computation. A complementary approach has
been initiated in Ref. [13], where the authors study a class
of resources which might be called “universal preparators”.
These are families of states out of which any other state can
be prepared by local measurements on a subset of sites. The
property of being a preparator is sufficient for computational
universality as one can, in particular, prepare cluster states.
Below it will be shown that this feature is not a necessary one.
Note that Ref. [13] uses the term universal to refer to states
subject to this stronger requirement.
It is clear that a single state defined for a finite number of
particles does not suffice as a resource for arbitrarily “large”
problems. Hence, a resource should be understood as a family
of states indexed by the number n of systems it is defined on.
The state employed for a given algorithm must depend only on
a suitable measure of the problem’s “size”. In what follows,
we will concentrate on translation invariant states. Physically,
they occur naturally in many contexts. Theoretically, transla-
tional invariance reduces the amount of information needed to
describe the resource states as n becomes large.
Matrix product states. – Starting point is – in the 1-D
setting – the familiar notion of a matrix product or finitely-
correlated state [9]. We will first look at the simplest case: a
chain of qubits in a translation invariant state (up to bound-
ary conditions). The state is specified by (i) an auxiliary
D-dimensional Hilbert space (henceforth called correlation
space), (ii) two operators A[0], A[1] on CD , and (iii) two vec-
tors |L〉, |R〉 representing boundary conditions. For a chain of




〈R|A[sn] . . . A[s1]|L〉 |s1, . . . , sn〉. (1)
In order to generalize Eq. (1) to 2-D lattices, we need to cast it
into the form of a tensor network. Complying with the usual
conventions, we assign tensors with upper indices to column
vectors (“kets”) and tensor with lower indices to row vectors
(“bras”). As is common practice in many areas of physics,
an indexed symbol such as Lr may stand either for the in-
dividual coefficient Lr = 〈r|L〉 or for the complete tensor
Lr = |L〉. The distinction should be clear from the context.
Writing A[s]lr for 〈r|A[s]|l〉, we find that
〈s1, . . . , sn|Ψ〉 = L
i0A[s1]i0
i1 . . . A[sn]in−1
inRin , (2)
where the summation convention has been applied.
Computational tensor networks. – While Eq. (2) is awk-
ward enough, the 2-D equivalent is completely unintelligible.
To cure this problem, we introduce a graphical notation [14]
which enables an intuitive understanding beyond the 1-D case.
In the following, tensors will be represented by boxes, lower
indices by incoming and upper indices by outgoing arrows:
Lr = L // , A[s]l
r
= // A[s] // , Rl = // R .
Connected arrows designate contractions of the respective in-
dices. Hence, the right-hand side of Eq. (2) now reads
L // A[s1] // . . . // A[sn] // R .
If |φ〉 is a general state vector in C2, we abbreviate
〈0|φ〉A[0] + 〈1|φ〉A[1] by A[φ]. One then easily derives the






|Ψ〉 = L // A[φ1] // . . . // A[φn] // R . (3)
This formula should be read as follows: initially, the corre-
lation system is in the state |L〉. Subsequent measurements
of local observables with eigenvectors |φi〉 at the i-th site in-
duce the evolution A[φi], thereby “processing” the state in the
correlation space. The probability that a certain sequence of
measurements occurs is given by the overlap of the result-
ing state vector with |R〉. An appealing perspective on MBC
suggests itself: Measurement-based computing takes place in
correlation space. The gates acting on the correlation systems
are determined by local measurements. Intuitively, “quantum
correlations” are the source of a resource’s computational po-
tency. The strength of this framework lies in the fact that it
assigns a concrete mathematical object to these correlations.
The graphical notation greatly facilitates the passage to 2-D
lattices. Here, the tensors A[0/1] have four indices A[s]l,dr,u,
which will be contracted with the indices of the left, right,
3upper and lower neighboring tensors respectively:

















for various local boundary conditions L,D,R,U . A relation
similar to Eq. (3) holds and already now it should intuitively
be clear how this framework can be used to trace the flow of
information through the quantum state. In the following, we
will refer to this representation of MBC as a computational
tensor network (CTN).
Cluster states in this picture. – Before tackling a novel state
in the next section, let us very briefly apply the formalism to
the possibly simplest case: the 1-D cluster state. Using Eq.
(1), one easily verifies that the the cluster state is generated by
// A[s] // = Zs|+〉r〈0|l, |L〉 = |+〉, |R〉 = |0〉, (5)
for s = 0, 1 and |±〉 = 2−1/2(|0〉 ± |1〉). From Eq. (5) we
find that
// A[+] // = H, // A[−] // = HZ. (6)
Hence – stated in language introduced below Eq. (3) – a mea-
surement in the X-eigenbasis [16] causes a unitary operation
to be applied to the correlation space. The reader will have to
tolerate one more notational definition. Eq. (6) will be repre-







// = HZx, (7)
so a physical observable in a dashed box denotes a measure-
ment in the corresponding eigenbasis. The outcome of the
measurement is assigned to a variable; here x = 0 in case of
the +1-eigenvalue and x = 1 in case of −1. We see from Eq.
(7) that local measurements in the X-basis cause the state of
the correlation system to be transported from left to right, up
to the action of unitary gates.
Weighted graph states. – To be concise, we will demon-
strate the power of CTNs by discussing a simple example: the
state shown in Fig. 1 (a). This specific resource is a weighted
graph state [4, 17], where vertices denote physical systems
initially in |+〉, solid edges the application of a controlled-
Z gate, so of P = |0, 0〉〈0, 0| + |0, 1〉〈0, 1| + |1, 0〉〈1, 0| +
eiφ|1, 1〉〈1, 1| with phase φ = π, and dashed lines controlled-
S gates, i.e. controlled phase gates with φ = π/2 [16]. We
emphasize that CTNs are by no means restricted to weighted
graph states – the reader is referred to the next section for a
brief discussion of a more general case.
The broad setting for our scheme is the following: the cor-
relation system of every second horizontal line in the lattice
is interpreted as a logical qubit. The intermediate lines will
either be measured in the Z-eigenbasis – causing the logical
bits to be isolated from one another – or in the Y -basis – me-
diating an interaction between adjacent logical qubits (this is
still similar to the QCC). We will first show how to transport
information in the correlation systems from left to right.
The resource’s tensor representation in the sense of Eq. (4)










L = D = |+〉, R = U = |0〉, (8)
where s ∈ {0, 1} and the naming of the indices from ru for
“right-up” to ld for “left-down” should be obvious. According
to Eq. (8) the tensors A[0/1] factor. Sometimes, it will prove
convenient to draw only the arrows corresponding to the fac-
tors of interest; so e.g. A[s] // = Zs|+〉r. Using these





































where zi = zi−1,u + zi−1,d + zi+1,u + zi+1,d. Hence,
when measuring a horizontal line in the X-basis and the
adjacent lines using Z , the overall operator applied to the
correlation system after several steps is given by B =
. . .HSz2+2x2HSz1+2x1 . A moment of thought reveals that
all exponents occur with equal probability. As we intended to
transport the information faithfully, we conceive B as an un-
wanted by-product. To understand this structure, consider the
following elementary statement: Let A,B be matrices hav-
ing finite order [18]. Every element in the group generated
by A,B can be written as ABk1ABk2A . . .ABkn for some
n ∈ N and ki ∈ {0, 1}. Applied to our situation: the by-
product operators form a finite group B generated by S,H ,
which is known to be the 48-element single-qubit Clifford
group. The group property gives a possibility to cope with
by-products [19]: Assume that at some point the state vector
of the correlation system is given byB|ψ〉, for some unwanted
B ∈ B. Transferring the state along a chain will introduce any
by-product B′ ∈ B with equal probability. After an expected
number of |B|/2 steps, B′ = B−1 will occur, leaving us with
B−1B|ψ〉 = |ψ〉. Note that this technique is completely gen-
eral: it could deal with any finite by-product group.
Next, we turn to single-qubit operations. Set S(φ) :=







T (φ) // = HZtS(φ),
equal to S(φ) up to left-multiplication by an element in B. To
implement an S(φ) gate, one proceeds as follows: transfer the
state along the correlation line until the by-product equals 1,
then measure the next site in the T (φ) eigenbasis. For T (φ),
teleport until the by-product equalsH before measuring in the
T (φ)-basis. By the familiar Euler-decomposition, any local
4unitary can be written as a product of T (φ) and S(φ) opera-
tions.
Consider the schematics for a controlled-Z gate (we sup-
















































In detail: first we perform the X-measurements on the sites
shown and the Z-measurements on the adjacent ones. If any
of these measurements yields the result “1”, we apply a Z-
measurement to the central site labeled Y and re-start the pro-
cedure three sites to the right [19]. If all outcomes are “0”,
a Y -measurement is performed on the central system, obtain-
ing the result y. Let us analyze the gate step by step. For



























































= (1+ (−1)c+ySclu ⊗ S
c
ru)|+〉lu |+〉ruH |c〉r. (12)
In summary, the evolution afforded on the target line is H(1+
(−1)c+yiZ) ∝ HSZy+c, equivalent to Zc up to by-products.
Lastly note that by Eq. (8), the correlation systems are ini-
tially prepared in |+〉 and one can easily construct a read-out
scheme similar to the one used in the QCC . This completes
the proof of universality.
General measurement-based models. – The preceding ex-
ample has been chosen because of its relative simplicity. In
upcoming work [20], we will show how to prove universality
for resources which are more general in (i) not being weighted
graph states, (ii) have a higher-dimensional correlation system
and (iii) display – at least in one direction – exponentially de-
creasing two-point correlation functions.
Let us very briefly look at a 1-D example. To that end,
choose an integer k and define G := exp(iπ/kX). Up to a
constant, G is a k-th root of X . The relations
// A[s] // = G|s〉r〈s|l, |L〉 = |+〉, |R〉 = G
−1|+〉
define a state vector |Ψ〉 for a chain of qubits. The two-point
correlations never vanish completely. Using standard meth-
ods [9], one finds that 〈ZiZi+n+1〉 − 〈Zi〉 〈Zi+n+1〉 ∝ ξn,
where ξ = 2 sin2(π/k) − 1. Still, all single-qubit unitaries
on the correlation system can be realized by local physical
measurements. One can further couple several 1-D systems
of this kind to form a universal resource. Clearly, this re-
source displays fundamentally new properties. For example,
the non-vanisishing correlation functions imply that the state
of the logical qubits is no longer localized (as it is in the clus-
ter model), but to some degree spread over the entire chain.
Universal resources for one-way computing. – We now al-
ter our scope: instead of seeking new schemes, we investigate
what properties of the cluster state can be given up while re-
taining universality. It has been shown that resources whose
“global entanglement” remains bounded as n → ∞ can be
efficiently simulated classically [8]. There are several ways
of making this notion precise: the common scheme is that one
demands that the entanglement with respect to bi-partite parti-
tions of the state remains bounded, as this condition facilitates
a description of the state in terms of tree-like tensor networks.
More specifically, a resource cannot be universal if one of the
following is bounded: (i) the Schmidt-rank with respect to any
bi-partite split, (ii) more strongly: the χ-width or (iii) the tree-
width of an optimal description in terms of a tensor network
[8].
Thus, the relevant question becomes: how far can local
entanglement properties be relaxed? Can one find qubit re-
sources that are (i) universal for QCC , (ii) translation invari-
ant, (iii) can be prepared from a product state via a QCA with
finite neighborhood, (iv) which have an arbitrarily small lo-
cal entropy and localizable entanglement (LE), and (v) from
which no cluster state of any size (even a Bell pair) can be
deterministically distilled with LOCC?
To show that – rather surprisingly – this is indeed the case,
we will encode each logical qubit in blocks of 2k + 1 phys-
ical qubits, k being an arbitrary parameter. We sketch the
key ideas, leaving the details to Ref. [20]. The first k qubits
per block will take the role of “codewords”, the final k + 1
are “marker qubits” used in a construction to make the re-
source translation invariant. We start by preparing a regu-
lar cluster state in the respective first qubit of each block.
Then, we encode the states of each of these first qubits ac-
cording to |0〉 7→ |Ok〉 := |0〉⊗k and |1〉 7→ |Wk〉 :=
k−1/2(|0, . . . , 0, 1〉 + |0, . . . , 1, 0〉 + |1, . . . , 0, 0〉). The rear
k + 1 qubits of each block are prepared in |0, . . . , 0, 1〉. Call
the resulting state vector |φ〉. Finally, the translationally in-




where T is the unit translation operator acting on the lattice in
one direction. Translational invariance and the property that
|Ψ〉 can be prepared using a finite-neighborhood QCA follows
from the construction.
To realize universal computing, we pick one block and mea-
sure each of its qubits in the Z-basis. A moment of thought
reveals that such a measurement can deterministically distin-
guish the states T t|φ〉 corresponding to different values of t.
Assume in the following that T 0 has been obtained. We hence
encounter a cluster state in the encoding |Ok〉 and |Wk〉. The
key point to notice is that, by Ref. [21], any two pure or-
thogonal multi-partite states can be deterministically distin-
guished using LOCC. Hence, employing the construction of
Ref. [21], one can translate any single-site measurement on a
cluster state into an LOCC protocol for the encoded cluster.
This shows that |Ψ〉 is universal for deterministic MBC.
At the same time, the von Neumann entropy S of any site
5(y, x) of the initial resource is arbitrarily small for sufficiently
large k [22]. Using the concavity of the entropy function, we
have that LE ≤ S. It follows that no Bell pair can be deter-
ministically created between any two fixed systems. Still, it
would be conceivable [23] that there exists an LOCC protocol
capable of deterministically preparing a cluster state – as long
as it is a priori not known where on the lattice the output will
be. The above argument can be sharpened to cover this case:
setting k = ǫ−1n2, one obtains a universal family of states,
where the probability to create a Bell pair anywhere on the
lattice using projective measurements is strictly smaller than ǫ
[20].
Outlook. – In this work, we have introduced a framework
for MBC, powerful enough to encompass various different re-
sources and computational schemes. Our setting opens up the
possibility to think about tailor-made resources, suitable for a
specific physical architecture at hand. For example, in optical
lattices, exploiting cold collisions [24], translationally invari-
ant configurations as in Fig. 1 (a) could as feasibly be created
as the cubic cluster state, making use of a different interac-
tion time in the diagonal collisions. Maybe more importantly,
in linear optical computing schemes, the success probability
of the involving gates is a limiting factor. In this setting, it
is known that there can be a trade-off between the magnitude
of the phase of a controlled phase gate and the probability
of success [25]. The findings presented here suggest that un-
der those circumstances there may in turn be a trade-off be-
tween the effort used to prepare a resource and its efficiency
for MBC [26]. It would be interesting to conduct a further
quantitative analysis to decide to what extent this new degree
of freedom can be put to use in various physical situations.
This work further highlights the intriguing intertwinement of
states being not efficiently simulatable on a classical computer
and forming a universal resource for quantum computation.
Upcoming work [20] will present further examples and pro-
vide a more detailed pedagogical introduction to the frame-
work of CTNs.
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